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THE MONTHLY STRUGGLE:
stories from Ethiopian women and girls

MENSTRUATION, A TABOO IN 2020
Menstruation is a taboo in our community. Everyone is
ashamed to talk about it, even our parents. However, being
embarrassed does not solve the problem. The real shame is
going to school with a period-stained skirt. If only our
grandmothers had taught our mothers, then things would have
been different. That’s why I will discuss this issue with my
daughters and even the daughters of others.
Sorit, an 18-year old girl from Ethiopia
There is a common misconception in Ethiopia that girls are no longer
virgins once they have their period. At times, parents who see blood
stains on their daugther’s clothes punish them, accusing them of
inmoral sex or even suspecting they have been raped.
Such misunderstandings come with routinized teasing and bullying,
which further shames girls into isolation.
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LACK OF INFORMATION
We would like our parents to discuss menstruation with us,
but they’re ashamed and that makes us feel embarrassed. I
asked my friend about it, and she suggested I wear pants.
Alem, a 13-year-old girl from Ethiopia
When Alem first had her period, she had no idea what was happening.
She asked her father for money to buy a pen, and then did the same
with her mother and her brother. With this money, she managed to
buy a pair of pants.
According to UNICEF, 52% of Ethiopian adolescent girls have never
received any kind of information about menstrual hygiene.
Furthermore, only 22% of women acknowledged having spoken about
menstruation with their daughters.
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FEAR, EMBARRASSMENT AND ANXIETY
Some teachers understand it, but others don’t. That’s why
we have to make up all sorts of excuses for them and even for
our families. I remember one day that my friends pointed at my
blood-stained dress. I had to rush out of school because I didn’t
have any pads. Having a pad would get rid of so many
insecurities. To begin with, I wouldn’t have to miss class. My
worries would be gone.
Meseret, a 14-year-old girl from Ethiopia
According to UNICEF, only 54% of girls in Ethiopia finish primary
school. Many of them drop out because of period cramps and other
mishaps related to it. For instance, menstruation causes schoolgirls
in Chrecha Tadle area, near the town of Wolisso, to skip 3 to 4 days of
class per month –at times missing important exams, too.
These girls understand the overall importance of education, but they
face a psychological ordeal due to their menstruation. The mere
thought of a “blood leak” terrifies them. In some parts of Ethiopia,
almost half of all schoolgirls (46%) miss school for something as
normal as having their period.
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SIMPLY NOT AVAILABLE
If we had pads, we would not skip school. We would not be
afraid of going anywhere. We wouldn’t be worried about looking
dirty. But without pads, it’s impossible. We’re stuck and we can’t
achieve any of our goals.
Zeritu, a 15-year-old girl from Ethiopia
In a country of over 110 million, over three-quarters of the population
lives in rural areas. Millions of Ethiopian women (up to 25% in rural
areas) do not use any sanitary product during their period: a survey
revealed that only 2% had ever used a pad. The situation is mildly
better in big cities, particularly the capital city, Addis Ababa, where
37% of girls use sanitary pads, which still means that the vast majority
goes without.
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NOT ACCESSIBLE, NOT AFFORDABLE
We can’t buy pads around here. You simply can’t find them.
Even if we could, we can’t possibly afford to buy them every
month. That’s why we use a towel. When I have my period, I stay
away from public gatherings. I never have coffee with my
family. And if I have no choice but to go, then I’ll be sure to sit
down and move around as little as possible. I’m afraid of leaking
blood. The whole thing is quite uncomfortable.
Mahlet, young woman from Ethiopia
A staggering 80% of all sanitary pads are sold in the capital, Addis
Ababa. Access to pads in rural areas is virtually non-existent. For a
young woman like Mahlet, purchasing a pad would mean walking for
more than an hour and spending 40 Birr (about 1 USD) for a pack of ten
pads. This may not seem like much, but it amounts to 1/10 of the total
monthly income of a poor family in rural Ethiopia. Unable to buy pads,
a women’s life is conditioned by public shame and a resulting lack of
opportunities.
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ACCESS IS NOT ENOUGH
Access is not enough: sanitation facilities need to be
available. Only 17% of Ethiopian teenage girls report having
access to a private place in which to change their
homemade cloths or pads. Schoolgirls in Lemen Abu, near
the town of Wolisso, were part of a scheme created by a
teacher in which they pooled money together and stocked
on pads from a pharmacy located 5km away.
But they didn’t actually use them…

We didn’t know how to use these pads. Only town
girls know about these things. One of us just got the
pad and put it on without unfolding her pants. At
school, toilet doors can’t be locked, so we’re afraid
someone might barge in and see us.
Schoolgirls from Woliso, Ethiopia
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Every Ethiopian woman and girl should have access to
sustainable menstrual products.
They shoud not miss school for having their period.
They should not feel ashamed or embarrassed.
They are ready to make the most of their opportunities.
A fact-of-life like menstruation should not stand in their way.

We want to put sustainable menstrual products in the
hands of every Ethiopian girl and woman, so they do not
miss any more education, social and work opportunities.
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